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We use AI everywhere…
Write codeAssistant Auto-drive

https://copilot.github.com/
https://copilot.github.com/
https://knowyourmeme.com/editorials/collections/16-times-siri-absolutely-failed-at-her-job
https://www.tesla.com/autopilot
https://www.tesla.com/autopilot
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We constantly suffer from AI errors.

40% of Code Produced 
by GitHub Copilot 
Vulnerable to Threats

Write bugs Auto-drive into accidents

Tesla was on 
Autopilot when it 
slammed into a 
firetruck 

Careless assistant

16 Times Siri 
Absolutely Failed At 
Her Job

https://knowyourmeme.com/editorials/collections/16-times-siri-absolutely-failed-at-her-job
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2019/09/04/tesla-autopilot-crash-2014-model-s-crashed-into-firetruck-405/2208382001/
https://knowyourmeme.com/editorials/collections/16-times-siri-absolutely-failed-at-her-job
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40% of Code Produced 
by GitHub Copilot 
Vulnerable to Threats

Write bugs Auto-drive into accidents

Tesla was on 
Autopilot when it 
slammed into a 
firetruck 

Careless assistant

16 Times Siri 
Absolutely Failed At 
Her Job

We face an era of AI-infused softwares:  
Softwares can do more things with AIs. 
Softwares are more prone to errors with AIs.

https://knowyourmeme.com/editorials/collections/16-times-siri-absolutely-failed-at-her-job
https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/cars/2019/09/04/tesla-autopilot-crash-2014-model-s-crashed-into-firetruck-405/2208382001/
https://knowyourmeme.com/editorials/collections/16-times-siri-absolutely-failed-at-her-job
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Designing Human-Centered, AI-infused Softwares

Help people navigate AI capabilities 
Unify complex functions with simple interactions

Help people identify AI errors 
Provide explanation and reflection

Help people work around AI errors 
Provide users with controls through interactions
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Help people navigate AI capabilities 
Unify complex functions with simple interactions

Help people identify AI errors 
Provide explanation and reflection

Help people work around AI errors 
Provide users with controls through interactions

“Hey ConvXAI , how should I improve?”: 
Towards Conversational Explainable AI 
Support for Scientific Writing 
Hua Shen, Chieh-Yang Huang, Tongshuang 
Wu, Ting-Hao (Kenneth) Huang 
CHI 2023 (in submission)

Designing Human-Centered, AI-infused Softwares



Scenario: AI helps you revise your paper abstract
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While various AI explanation (XAI) methods are proposed to interpret AI 
systems, it is still hard for users to acquire the information they need.  
In this paper, we examine the Conversational XAI in scientific writing tasks.  
Informed by human linguistics and formative studies, we identify four 
design principles of Conversational XAI: address various user questions 
(“multifaceted”), provide details on-demand (“controllability”), proactively 
suggest and accept follow-up questions (“mix-initiative“ and “context-
aware drill-down”).  
We instantiate them into an interactive prototype, ConvXAI, which allows 
writers to interact with various explanations through dialog.  
Through 14 user studies, we show ConvXAI helps users understand the 
writing feedback and improve their writing.  
We conclude by discussing ConvXAI limitations and future work.

Abstract draft
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While various AI explanation (XAI) methods are proposed to interpret AI 
systems, it is still hard for users to acquire the information they need.  

In this paper, we examine the Conversational XAI in scientific writing tasks.  

Informed by human linguistics and formative studies, we identify four 
design principles of Conversational XAI: address various user questions 
(“multifaceted”), provide details on-demand (“controllability”), proactively 
suggest and accept follow-up questions (“mix-initiative“ and “context-
aware drill-down”).  

We instantiate them into an interactive prototype, ConvXAI, which allows 
writers to interact with various explanations through dialog.  

Through 14 user studies, we show ConvXAI helps users understand the 
writing feedback and improve their writing.  

We conclude by discussing ConvXAI limitations and future work.

Background

Contribution

Abstract draft Should describe

Why?



User needs: they ask a wide variety of questions…
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User Goal User questions Expl. Formats Expl. Algorithm

Understand Data
What data did the system learn from?

Data Statistics
Data Sheets

How are the structure labels distributed? Attribute Distribution

Understand AI What kind of models are used? Model Description Model Card

Understand example

How confident is the model for this prediction? Prediction Confidence Model probability score

What are some published sentences similar to mine semantically? Similar Examples NN-DOT

Which words are most important for this prediction? Feature Attribution Integrated Gradient 

Improve example How can I revise the input to get a different prediction label? Counterfactual Explanation MICE

Understand Suggestion Can you explain this sentence review? Explain Sentence Review Template
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We can fulfill user needs…
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We can fulfill user needs but it’s complicated.
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User Goal User questions Expl. Formats Expl. Algorithm

Understand Data
What data did the system learn from?

Data Statistics
Data Sheets

How are the structure labels distributed? Attribute Distribution

Understand AI What kind of models are used? Model Description Model Card

Understand example

How confident is the model for this prediction? Prediction Confidence Model probability score

What are some published sentences similar to mine semantically? Similar Examples NN-DOT

Which words are most important for this prediction? Feature Attribution Integrated Gradient 

Improve example How can I revise the input to get a different prediction label? Counterfactual Explanation MICE

Understand Suggestion Can you explain this sentence review? Explain Sentence Review Template

Confidence = 0.88

sample-1137 - Our findings highlight trends that can 
drive critically needed digital health innovations for 
vulnerable populations.. 
sample-2239 - While urban design affects the 
public, most people do not have the time or 
expertise to participate in the process. 
sample-2655 - The EL display is connected to 
planning software and illuminates the correct hole.

[CLS] in this paper , we examine the convers
ational xai potential in the context of scientific
 writing . [SEP]

https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173589
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173589
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173589
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173589
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173769
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173769
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173769
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173769
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173837
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173837
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A system with all the explanations.
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The versatility is overwhelming.   

"I spent too much time on figuring out 
what each XAI means, then I forget what 
I want to write in the abstract.”

A system with all the explanations is overwhelming
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We need to wrap them 
under intuitive interactions.
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We need to wrap them 
under intuitive interactions.

what words make the assistant think 
it is describing the purpose?

how can I edit them so it describes 
background?

The most likely counterfactual label is 'background'. 
You can get this label by revising into: “The 
Conversational XAI potential in the context of scientifi
c writing is yet to be explored”. I'm confident with 
this revision with confidence score=0.3882.

The TOP-6 important words are highlighted as 
below: 
[CLS] in this paper , we examine the convers
ational xai potential in the context of scientific
 writing . [SEP]
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Further consideration: What makes a good dialog?
Back-and-forth Can ask follow ups Can change request

Can you explain this review?

S3: we summarized all the collected CHI abstracts 
into five structural patterns, where we found your 
s u b m i s s i o n i s c l o s e s t t o t h e p a t t e r n 
of 'background' (33.3%) -> 'purpose' (16.7%) -> 
'method' (16.7%) -> 'finding' (33.3%). By 
using Dynamic Time Warping algorithm to 
analyze how to revise your submission to fit this 
s t y l e p a t t e r n , t h e r e s u l t s u g g e s t e d t o 
describe background aspect but not purpose in 
this sentence.

To improve, you can check the most important 
words resulting in the prediction and further 
check how to revise input into another label . 
See XAI questions below:

Label Distribution Prediction Confidence

Similar Published Sentences

Important Words Counterfactual Prediction

Mixed-Initiative

How confident is the model for 
this prediction?

Given your selected sentence = “In this paper 
, we examine the Conversational XAI 
potential in the context of scientific writing.”, 
the model predicts a 'purpose' aspect label 
with confidence score = 0.9474.

The most likely counterfactual label is 'background'. You 
can get this label by revising into: 
'the Conversational XAI potential in the context of scientific 
writing the Conversational XAI potential in the context of 
scientific writing ‘.  
I'm confident with this revision with confidence 
score=0.3882.

How can I revise the input to get a 
different prediction label?

Would you like to set another contrastive label to 
change to? Please type the label from 'background', 
'method', 'purpose', 'finding', 'others', or reply 'No' if 
you won't need.

Context-aware 
Drill-down

2 + background

The top-3 similar examples from the CHI dataset are 
(Conditioned on label=purpose): 
sample-1137 - Our findings highlight trends that can 
drive critically needed digital health innovations for 
vulnerable populations.. 
sample-2239 - While urban design affects the public, 
most people do not have the time or expertise to 
participate in the process. 

The top-2 similar examples from the CHI dataset are 
(Conditioned on label=background): 
sample-2307 - In response, we present Media of 
Things (MoT), a tool for on-location media 
productions. 
sample-14733 - To address this issue, we developed 

What are some published sentences that look 
similar to mine semantically?

Would you like to see more or less examples, and 
meanwhile conditioned on an aspect? If you need, 
please type the word number + aspect (e.g., 6 + 
method), otherwise, please reply 'No'.

Controllability

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamic_time_warping
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173589
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173589
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173589
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173589
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173769
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173769
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173769
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173769
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173780
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173780
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173780
https://doi.org/10.1145/3173574.3173780
https://doi.org/10.1145/3411764.3445673
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Evaluation: Interaction makes all functions accessible
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Easy way in: Interact with the 
system without having to 
understand its full XAI 
capability 

“I can query explanations 
targeting to my question and 
enable me to input some 
variables to generate 
explanations I want.”

Ease the stress: Steer the 
conversation when users do not 
have a clear goal in mind 

“I can query explanations targeting 
to my question and enable me to 
input some variables to generate 
explanations I want.”
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Takeaways

AI-infused apps are rich — they can achieve multiple human needs at once.  

But they are overwhelming. 

Easier for users if they don’t naively interact with all the varieties. 

Unified interaction form helps a lot. 

Maximize the merits of that interaction form.
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Help people navigate AI capabilities 
Unify complex functions with simple interactions

Help people identify AI errors 
Provide explanation and reflection

Help people work around AI errors 
Provide users with controls through interactions

Does the Whole Exceed its Parts? The 
Effect of AI Explanations on 
Complementary Team Performance. In 
the 2021 Conference on Human Factors 
in Computing Systems. 
Tongshuang Wu*, Gagan Bansal*, Joyce 
Zhou+, Raymond Fok+, Besmira Nushi, Ece 
Kamar, Marco Tulio Ribeiro, Daniel S. Weld. 
CHI 2021

Designing Human-Centered, AI-infused Softwares



ConvXAI represents a form of human-AI team.
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Team of

Input Decision

Human 
teammate

AI  
teammate



ConvXAI represents a form of human-AI team.
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Recommend decision 

(and explain) Human 
teammate

AI  
teammate

Input Decision



Human-AI team requires appropriate trust.
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Recommend decision 

(and explain) Human 
teammate

AI  
teammate

Input Decision

Appropriate trust: accept AI recommendations when they are 
correct, but overwrite them when they don’t make sense.
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a

b

c

d

But, appropriate reliance is hard.
Crowdsourced study, with 1,626 participants:  

team up for some tasks (e.g. classify documents).  
Multiple teaming strategies: [AI decision + confidence] + [explanations].

+

Always displayed Only in some conditions

Does the Whole Exceed its Parts? The Effect of AI Explanations on Complementary Team Performance 
CHI 2020
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But, appropriate reliance is hard.

Humans alone perform similarly on 
AI-correct / incorrect examples.

Inappropriate reliance! 
People blindly follow model recommendations, even when the model is incorrect.
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Inappropriate reliance! 
People blindly follow model recommendations, even when the model is incorrect.

But, appropriate reliance is hard.

Worse accuracy when the AI is incorrect

Better accuracy when 
the AI is correct
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Factors causing inappropriate reliance?
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“I went with the AI most times.”

“I didn’t. I figured out the paragraph for myself.”

“I ignored it until I made my decision and then verified what it said.”

“I looked at his prediction and then I read the passage.“

Mostly Ignore AI

Mostly Follow AI

AI as Prior Guide

AI as Post Check

We ask: How do the human collaborators use information from the AI collaborator?

We performed qualitative categorization on users’ survey replies…

Multiple factors would affect these…
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One example: When & how to display the AI recommendation matters. 
inline highlight ➜ confirmation bias (“this sentence seems reasonable enough”) 

See AI decision first ➜ anchoring effect (“I will agree with AI’s decision”)

a

b

c

d

Classification task 

Mostly Follow AI
AI as Prior Guide
AI as Post Check
Mostly Ignore AIC
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Factors causing inappropriate reliance?
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One example: When & how to display the AI recommendation matters. 
inline highlight ➜ confirmation bias (“this sentence seems reasonable enough”) 

See AI decision first ➜ anchoring effect (“I will agree with AI’s decision”)

Multi-choice question answering task 

Mostly Follow AI
AI as Prior Guide
AI as Post Check
Mostly Ignore AIC
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Factors causing inappropriate reliance?
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One example: When & how to display the AI recommendation matters. 
inline highlight ➜ confirmation bias (“this sentence seems reasonable enough”) 

See AI decision first ➜ anchoring effect (“I will agree with AI’s decision”)

Timing  of AI decision 
Asynchronous display, increase independence

Display of AI recommendation 
Present evidence, but not final decision

Park, Joon Sung, et al. "A Slow Algorithm Improves Users' Assessments of the Algorithm's Accuracy." CSCW 2019 
Wang, Danding, et al. "Designing theory-driven user-centric explainable AI." CHI 2019

HCI solution

Design interactions for appropriate reliance
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Humans correct easy  
problems mistaken by AI

AI adds value when humans frequently err 
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The distribution of human and AI expertise matters. 
Human+AI is ineffective if they make the same kinds of mistakes.

Multi-choice question answering task

Factors causing inappropriate reliance?
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Mostly Ignore AIC
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The distribution of human and AI expertise matters. 
Human+AI is ineffective if they make the same kinds of mistakes.

Classification task

Factors causing inappropriate reliance?
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The distribution of human and AI expertise matters. 
Human+AI is ineffective if they make the same kinds of mistakes.

Re-think AI’s roles, to help in other dimensions 
speed, cognitive load, etc.

Change the training objective 
Directly optimize for complementary behavior

HCI solution

AI solution

Bansal, Gagan, et al. "Is the Most Accurate AI the Best Teammate? Optimizing AI for Teamwork."  AAAI 2021 
Feng, Shi, and Jordan Boyd-Graber. "What can ai do for me? evaluating machine learning interpretations in cooperative play." IUI 2019. 

Glassman, Elena L., et al. "OverCode: Visualizing variation in student solutions to programming problems at scale." TOCHI 2015

Choose AIs carefully for the task
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Takeaways

It is important to build the mental model: AI are great, but they make errors. 

v.s. traditional softwares, AI-infused systems require appropriate reliance.  

We build reliance through: 
“Shared representation”, e.g. intuitive explanations on model rationales 
Presenting shared representations, e.g. Explanation format, modality, timing
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Help people navigate AI capabilities 
Unify complex functions with simple interactions

Help people identify AI errors 
Provide explanation and reflection

Help people work around AI errors 
Provide users with controls through interactions

AI Chains: Transparent and Controllable 
Human-AI Interaction by Chaining Large 
Language Model Prompts. 
Tongshuang Wu, Michael Terry, Carrie J. Cai. 
CHI 2022

Designing Human-Centered, AI-infused Softwares



Model outputOù est la gare routière?
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Brown, Tom B., et al. "Language models are few-shot learners." arXiv 2020

Respond to natural language prompts (instructions), accessible to end users!

Où est la gare routière?

French sentence

Translation

Where's the bus station?

English sentence

Large Language Models (LLMs) are helpful.

Prompt 
Natural Language instruction

Given the English sentence, 
translate to French.

English: Where’s the bus station?

French: 



LLM may struggle with complex tasks.
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Given the following feedback, rewrite it into a friendly 
paragraph with concrete suggestions for each of Alex’s 
presentation problems.

Original feedback: 
Sherry could improve her presentation skills. She has too 
much text on her slides. Her presentation meanders from 
topic to topic without a clear structure. She also does 
not engage with her audience when she presents.

More friendly feedback: 

Sherry, you have too 
many words on your...

More friendly feedback

Rewriting

Sherry could improve her 
presentation...

Original feedback

Example: Peer review rewriting

Sherry, you have too many words on your slides. You should 
use images and bullet points to help get your message 
across. You should have a clear structure for the 
presentation. You should also engage with your audience.



LLM may struggle with complex tasks.
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Given the following feedback, rewrite it into a friendly 
paragraph with concrete suggestions for each of Alex’s 
presentation problems.

Original feedback: 
Sherry could improve her presentation skills. She has too 
much text on her slides. Her presentation meanders from 
topic to topic without a clear structure. She also does 
not engage with her audience when she presents.

More friendly feedback: 

Sherry, you have too 
many words on your...

More friendly feedback

Rewriting

Sherry could improve her 
presentation...

Original feedback

Example: Peer review rewriting

Sherry, you have too many words on your slides. You should 
use images and bullet points to help get your message 
across. You should have a clear structure for the 
presentation. You should also engage with your audience.

Model structure has limitations: reasoning capabilities, exposure bias, etc. 
…that end users don’t know or understand.

How can we help end users interpret and improve model outputs, when 
they cannot understand or change the model?



LLM may struggle with complex tasks.
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Given the following feedback, rewrite it into a friendly 
paragraph with concrete suggestions for each of Alex’s 
presentation problems.

Original feedback: 
Sherry could improve her presentation skills. She has too 
much text on her slides. Her presentation meanders from 
topic to topic without a clear structure. She also does 
not engage with her audience when she presents.

More friendly feedback: 

Sherry, you have too 
many words on your...

More friendly feedback

Rewriting

Sherry could improve her 
presentation...

Original feedback

Example: Peer review rewriting

Sherry, you have too many words on your slides. You should 
use images and bullet points to help get your message 
across. You should have a clear structure for the 
presentation. You should also engage with your audience.

How can we help end users interpret and improve model outputs, when 
they cannot understand or change the model?

AI Chain ⛓: Break down an original task into sub-tasks, to provide 
explicit knobs to users on sub-tasks.



The input-output mapping is convoluted.

Given the following feedback, rewrite it into a friendly 
paragraph with concrete suggestions for each of Alex’s 
presentation problems.

Original feedback: 
Sherry could improve her presentation skills. She has too 
much text on her slides. Her presentation meanders from 
topic to topic without a clear structure. She also does 
not engage with her audience when she presents.

More friendly feedback: 
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Sherry, you have too many words on your slides. You should 
use images and bullet points to help get your message 
across. You should have a clear structure for the 
presentation. You should also engage with your audience.

Confusing  
mapping!

Sherry, you have too many 
words on your...

More friendly feedback

Rewriting

Sherry could improve her 
presentation...

Original feedback



Given the Presentation problem, the following 
is a list of improvement suggestions.

Problem: Does not engage

Suggestions for improvements:

44

1) Ask the audience questions

2) Walk around the room

Small tasks are more interpretable and controllable.

Use humor

Does not engage

Presentation problem

1) Ask the audience questions
2) Walk around the room

Suggestions for improvements

Create ideas



Write one friendly paragraph to cover all the 
suggestions.

Suggestions:

1) Ask the audience questions

2) Use humor

Paragraph
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Brown, Tom B., et al. "Language models are few-shot learners." arXiv 2020

You may want to ask more questions to engage 
the audience. Humor always helps!

The fix can be propagated to related sub-tasks!

Does not engage

Presentation problem

1) Ask the audience questions
2) Walk around the room

Suggestions for improvements

Create ideas

You may want to ask more 
questions to engage...

Paragraph

Compose points

Use humor
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Chain = 
Independent LLM runs per sub-task

+ inter-step transformation

Does not engage

Presentation problem

1) Ask the audience questions
2) Walk around the room

Suggestions for improvements

Create ideas

You may want to ask more 
questions to engage...

Paragraph

Compose points

Use humor
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Chain = 
Independent LLM runs per sub-task

2 Ideate suggestions per problem

3 Compose them into a paragraph

1 Identify all presentation problems 1

+ inter-step transformation

Does not engage

Presentation problem

1) Ask the audience questions
2) Walk around the room

Suggestions for improvements

Create ideas

You may want to ask more 
questions to engage...

Paragraph

Compose points

Use humor
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11 A three-step Chain 
for peer review rewriting

Presentation problems

Split the given feedback into a list of presentation problems.

Feedback

Sherry could improve his presentation skills. She has too much 
text on his slides. Her presentation meanders from topic to 
topic without a clear structure. She also does not engage with 
her audience when she presents.

Given the Presentation problem, the 
following is a list of suggestions.

Feedback: 
Sherry could improve her presentation 
skills. She has too much text on her 
slides. Her presentation meanders 
from topic to topic without a clear 
structure. Her also does not engage 
with her audience when she presents.
Presentation problems:
1) Too much text on slides
2) Meanders from topic to topic

Split all presentation problems 
1



Given the Presentation problem, the 
following is a list of suggestions.

Problem: Meanders from topic to topic
Suggestions for improvements:
1) Split the talk into sections
2) Read outlines and checkout each 
section as you go.

Given the Presentation problem, the 
following is a list of suggestions.

Problem: Too much text
Suggestions for improvements:
1) Use more graphics
2) Use bullet points

49

Ideate suggestions per problem
2

Presentation problems

A three-step Chain 
for peer review rewriting



Given the Presentation problem, the 
following is a list of suggestions.

Problem: Meanders from topic to topic
Suggestions for improvements:
1) Split the talk into sections
2) Read outlines and checkout each 
section as you go.

Given the Presentation problem, the 
following is a list of suggestions.

Problem: Too much text
Suggestions for improvements:
1) Use more graphics
2) Use bullet points
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Ideate suggestions per problem
2

Presentation problems

A three-step Chain 
for peer review rewriting



Given the Presentation problem, the 
following is a list of suggestions.

Problem: Meanders from topic to topic
Suggestions for improvements:
1) Split the talk into sections
2) Read outlines and checkout each 
section as you go.

Given the Presentation problem, the 
following is a list of suggestions.

Problem: Too much text
Suggestions for improvements:
1) Use more graphics
2) Use bullet points
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Ideate suggestions per problem
2

Presentation problems

A three-step Chain 
for peer review rewriting



Write one friendly paragraph that covers all 
the presentation problems and suggestions.

Presentation problems: 
1) Too much text
2) Meanders from topic to topic
Short suggestions for improvements:
1) Use more graphics
2) Use bullet points
3) Split the talk into sections
Friendly paragraph:
Sherry, your presentation was interesting! 
However, I noticed that you have a lot of 
information on your slides. It might be 
helpful to vary pictures with text so that 
it is easier to follow. Also, you might 
consider the flow of your theme. If it were 
me, I would have divided it into three 
sections and then used your conclusion. You 
may also want to add some humor, and ask 
more questions to engage the audience. 
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Compose the final paragraph
3

Presentation problems

Sherry,

A three-step Chain 
for peer review rewriting
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Chain = 
Independent LLM runs per sub-task

2 Ideate suggestions per problem

3 Compose them into a paragraph

1 Identify all presentation problems 1

+ inter-step transformation

Presentation problems

Sherry,

Less is more!



20 participant user study
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Chaining improves human-AI interactions
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Controllable: Explicit “knobs” 
"Chaining makes it easier to fine-tune things…
Too much freedom [without Chaining] is a 
curse.”

Transparent: better convey model’s 
goal per step 

"Chaining helped you speak the 
language. It lift[ed] up the hood 
and showed what’s happening at 
different phrases.”



Operations for LLM Chaining 
Nudge users towards scoped inputs/outputs.

LLM face challenges,  
when we ask for too much (literature).

55

Effective decomposition: LLM Challenge vs. Ability
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Effective decomposition: LLM Challenge vs. Ability

Generate too much content. 
Exposure bias, overfit to their own generations. 
e.g., produce redundant content.

LLM face challenges,  
when we ask for too much (literature):

Examples in English

Good morning!

Nice to meet you!

How are you?

I don't speak French.

Examples in French

Bonjour!

Enchanté!

Comment allez-vous?

Je ne parle pas français

Paris

City to visit

Operations for LLM Chaining 
Nudge users towards scoped inputs/outputs.
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Effective decomposition: LLM Challenge vs. Ability

Generate too much content. 
Exposure bias, overfit to their own generations. 
e.g., produce redundant content.

LLM face challenges,  
when we ask for too much (literature):

Examples in English

Where's the bus station?

Do you like the weather?

How do I go to the Louvre?

I will check out at noon.

Gather additional information from LLMs 
e.g. Ideation 

Chat topics
Small talk

Transportation

Accommodation

Id
ea

tio
nId

ea
tio

n

Examples in French

Où est la gare routière?

Vous aimez le temps?

Comment aller au Louvre?

je partirai à midi.

Paris

City to visit

Operations for LLM Chaining 
Nudge users towards scoped inputs/outputs.
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Effective decomposition: LLM Challenge vs. Ability

Generate too much content.

LLM face challenges,  
when we ask for too much (literature):

Handle too specific data formats. 
Confused by mismatched text distribution 
e.g., Handled natural text better than JSON format.

Gather additional information from LLMs
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Re-organize the input 
e.g. Rewriting 

Viz. description
A)[encoding: 
size] has [data 
type: nominal]

B)...

Rewriting Rewriting

Operations for LLM Chaining 
Nudge users towards scoped inputs/outputs.
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Effective decomposition: LLM Challenge vs. Ability

Generate too much content.

LLM face challenges,  
when we ask for too much (literature):

Handle too specific data type.

Resolve too many sub-parts. 
Not enough reasoning capability. 
e.g., if-this-then-that branching logic

Gather additional information from LLMs

Re-organize the input

Re
w

rit
in

g

Validate and categorize the input 
e.g. Classification 
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Operations for LLM Chaining 
Nudge users towards scoped inputs/outputs.
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Effective decomposition: LLM Challenge vs. Ability

Exposure bias.

LLM face challenges,  
when we ask for too much (literature):

Sub-optimal data format.

Lack multi-step reasoning capability

Gather additional information from LLMs

Re-organize the input

Validate and categorize the input

Operations for LLM Chaining 
Nudge users towards scoped inputs/outputs.

AI Chains raises the ceiling for what 
people can use LLMs.
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Takeaways

Sometimes AI models are hard to improve directly. 

But we can increase the system utility, by redirecting users to AI strengths. 

Identify & tie the strengths and weaknesses to unleash system potentials.
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Designing Human-Centered, AI-infused Softwares

Help people navigate AI capabilities 
Unify complex functions with simple interactions

Help people identify AI errors 
Provide explanation and reflection

Help people work around AI errors 
Provide users with controls through interactions
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Additional resources

Another example of complex model but intuitive interaction: 
Co-Pilot, AI writing your code through autocomplete. 

Reliance as a research field that has attracted a lot of 
attention. See the CHI 2022 TRAIT workshop for an overview 
on researchers and topics in the field. 

Understanding model strength/weakness is also an important 
research thread. Our CheckList paper takes about evaluating 
fine-grained model capabilities.  

Christian Kästner in S3D has an entire course on AI in 
Production. Very interesting slides if you are interested in how 
an AI system interact with the rest of the software design! 

https://www.google.com/search?hl=zh-CN&q=Co-Pilot
https://chi-trait.github.io/#/schedule
https://homes.cs.washington.edu/~marcotcr/acl20_checklist.pdf
https://ckaestne.github.io/seai/F2022/
https://ckaestne.github.io/seai/F2022/

